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Abstract
Alpine Health currently uses Microsoft Excel to produce consolidated budget statements
each year. These Excel templates have become extremely cumbersome to the accounting
department since they must cut and paste all of the templates (over 20) into a ‘master’
schedule that consolidates the reports into a view that the executives make decisions
from. Often times these templates are too large to email back and forth. They are hard to
track since several versions of the same budget are sent during the process. Each time a
new entity or hospital is added, the accounting department must update several different
tabs on the ‘master’ schedule to make sure it consolidates correctly. The company needs
a seamless budget system that would put into place a budget process/workflow as well as
a software package to incorporate the consolidation easily.
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1.0 Chapter One - Introduction
1.1 Company Background
The healthcare industry has grown tremendously over the past decade along with
competition among peer hospitals. There are set measures of success for all types of
businesses. It is often measured by a few key indicators depending upon the industry and
whether the company is for profit or non-profit. Alpine Health is a mixture of both
private and non-profit.
Usually profit companies measure success by income and by shareholder value.
Since this is not the case with Alpine Health, they must develop another factor to measure
success. For the most part, this factor has become cost effectiveness, or budget vs. actual
expenses and income. In the end it is better to be over budget in income, but under
budget in expenses.
These measures are used in order to gather funds from sponsors to build new
hospitals and to approve new projects with the board. They are also a key indicator as to
whether certain lines of businesses should be shut down due to poor performance.
Overall, the main goal is to give as much back to the community and hospitals as
possible. In order for the board members and sponsors to do this, they must have
accurate numbers to respond to.
This makes the budget process at Alpine Health increasingly important. Not only
do over 20 hospitals and clinics need to turn in accurate budgets, but corporate needs to
be able to accurately consolidate and produce reports for decision making. Several
different cycles (preliminary cuts and final cuts) occur during this budget process, so the
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different versions must be archived and the most current should be used for
consolidation.

1.2 Existing Situation
Currently, the accounting department at corporate attempts to consolidate all 20
hospitals and clinic budgets into one Excel workbook called the Master Budget. The
information is collected on 20 different Excel templates/workbooks in the form of a high
level financial statement sent to each director at each hospital/clinic including 2 years
prior history and prior year budget as a guide for the current year budget.

Figure 1: Print screen of current Excel template
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The directors fill in these templates (based on more detailed information at each
of their departments – Surgery, Emergency Room, etc.) and send them back to corporate
where corporate cuts and pastes the data into the Master Budget which contains all
facilities in a different tab in order to create summary reports in several different views of
a consolidated budget financial statement.

Figure 2: Quantity of entities that are collected and consolidated
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Figure 3: Example of rolled up statement in one of many views

The budget process lasts over a period of three to six months with several versions
being submitted at different times. For example, one of Alpine Health’s sponsors is
Rocky Mountain Healthcare. This sponsor has a fiscal year end of June 30. In order to
direct the process, they require a prelim budget to be submitted around early December, a
final budget in April, and a spread by month in May. In the end, it is hard to tell which
version is the final and where it is saved since every version is a separate workbook. The
workbooks also become rather large, over 3MB per worksheet and about 40MB for the
Master Budget, making it hard to distribute to the executives without having to print each
report the size every time.
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Figure 4: Version control problems

Using these Excel templates can be cumbersome and they must remain in the
same format (rows/columns) in order for them to consolidate correctly when pasted into
the consolidation workbook. During the process of cutting and pasting there is always
room for human error. When a new hospital or clinic is added, several updates must be
made to Master Budget (i.e. adding a tab for the new facility, adding a new rollup report,
adding a new line in the rollup, etc.) in order to make sure all facilities are included in the
consolidation report. The templates only contain summarized information (no
department level or account level information) so there is no way to drill down and data
mine on the proposed budget. Often times hospitals will budget a certain dollar amount
into one line item (purchased services for example), but they will use the wrong account
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when submitting by month. This causes a problem because the budgets will not match by
line item in the G/L system when compared to what was submitted to the sponsor.

1.3 Existing Technical Situation
Alpine Health has limited resources when it comes to money. Since all of the
profits are used to improve and build new hospitals, the amount left over is minimal.
Therefore, it is very difficult to get the purchase of new software approved. Most of the
time, projects are approached with the idea that they will use resources that have already
been paid for and therefore no additional cost will be incurred. For example, instead of
buying a custom software package to run internal financials, Alpine Health has opted to
create their own financials through Microsoft Access. Although it may not be the best
solution in regards to technology, it saves the company money.
The current financial software and systems that are in place at Alpine Health are:


Lawson – financial G/L system
o This is where all budgets get loaded once the numbers are final and spread
by month. Actual numbers are entered monthly through journal entries.
o The reporting function within this system is hard to read and not
formatted.



TSI – mainframe cost accounting system
o The budgets also get loaded here. It acts as a secondary G/L with a copy
of the Lawson information uploaded monthly. It contains additional
statistics that are not in Lawson. This system is used for a cost accounting
basis, not for financial reporting.
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o Since this system is a mainframe, the report writing must be done by a few
individuals that know the system. Sources are often limited.


Intranet – website portal
o This portal is used for employees to access different applications specified
by user.



Microsoft Access – Reporting tool
o This is the main consolidation/reporting tool for the actual numbers on a
monthly basis accessed through Oracle tables from Lawson.



Crystal – Reporting tool
o This is another consolidation/reporting tool used more often at the hospital
sites.



Microsoft Excel – Reporting tool
o This tool is used to create consolidated reports easily by summarizing
certain tabs upon request. However, the tool only allows for a certain size
of information and growth.



Microsoft SQL Server – Database
o Used to store smaller applications and maintained by the IT department.



Oracle – Database
o Used to store larger applications such as the Lawson G/L tables.

These systems will be discussed again later, as they apply to the current project.
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1.4 Problem Statement
The sponsors and executives of Alpine Health need to have accurate budget
numbers. These numbers must be entered not only by financial line item, but also by
account and sub account so detail is available for support. This information must be
stored in a secure database so that corporate can access the information timely and
accurately through a reporting tool. Set reports must be created so that executives can
view the information in summarized financial statements (similar to the one in Excel).
These reports must be easily distributed via email so that the large number of pages do
not need to be printed unless absolutely necessary, preferably on a top level.

1.4.1 Rules and Regulations to Keep in Mind
Some of the regulations to keep in mind during the project and during other
operations are those of HIPAA and Sarbanes Oxley (SOX). At this point, private
companies like Alpine Health are not required to comply with SOX, but they have
adopted the idea in case the time does come. As a recent article in Industry Week stated,
“Although the law does not require compliance by private firms, 30% of the CEO’s
surveyed say that the legislation, designed to improve corporate governance and
disclosure, has had an impact on their companies in the past year or two – or will in the
near future” (McClenehan 1). The regulation itself is a way to control the output of data
and hold executives liable for the information they report. That is why getting
management approval on this project is so important. They need to understand where the
data and information is coming from.
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HIPAA on the other hand, states that individual health information should be kept
private. The U.S. department of Health and Services sums up the regulation in the
following:
A major goal of the Privacy Rule is to assure that individuals’ health information
is properly protected while allowing the flow of health information needed to
provide and promote high quality health care and to protect the public's health and
well being. The Rule strikes a balance that permits important uses of information,
while protecting the privacy of people who seek care and healing. Given that the
healthcare marketplace is diverse, the Rule is designed to be flexible and
comprehensive to cover the variety of uses and disclosures that need to be
addressed. (1)
As discussed later, the reports that are generated with this project or even those of the
current budget process, do not contain any personal data such as names, SSN, or even
encounter diagnosis, and therefore are not in violation of the HIPAA regulation.

1.5 Scope of Project
The scope of this project is to be restricted to the preliminary and final budget
process only. The project does not include anything related to spreading budgets by
month or the actual loading of the information into the G/L system and TSI system. This
will come after the consolidation process and after the budgets have been approved.
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2.0 Chapter Two – Project Statement
2.1 Project Statement
In order to solve the problem, the conclusion of using TSI Gold, a Graphic User
Interface (GUI) software, was made. Keep in mind that due to Alpine Health’s non-profit
status, cost was the number one factor in this decision. In further paragraphs, the
methodology for which this project was managed will also be discussed.
Most hospitals seem to use the same types of cost accounting systems, G/L
systems and reporting systems. Knowing this, some research was done on what others do
for their budgeting process. One of the main cost accounting systems in the health care
industry is Eclipsys (TSI).
Alpine Health already uses this mainframe system, TSI, to keep track of general
ledger and statistical information on a cost accounting basis. After some research into
this system, it was discovered that this mainframe has a web based GUI interface, TSI
Gold (currently licensed with TSI but not in use at Alpine Health), that can be used to
enter in temporary information, housed in a SQL Server database in order to prepare
budgets and projections on a consolidated or detail basis.
With this solution, the project proposed that corporate move away from their
current budget practice in Excel. Instead, the software would allow their directors to
work with their department heads to fill out department and account level details on the
GUI interface, stored on the SQL Server.
The GUI interface provided technical details for versioning and approval by the
different levels of management. Once this information was entered in and approved, the
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SQL Server tables were used to create any type of report through reporting software such
as Crystal or Microsoft Access. The detail was available for drill downs and data mining,
while other tables existed for summarizing.
The workflow of the budget process was already in place with TSI Gold. It
provided a chance for the directors to work with their departments to form an overall
target. As said on the Eclipsys site,
Sunrise Decision Support Manager Web-Based Budget Modeling brings the entire
bottom-up budget modeling process online, including developing timelines and
charting milestones, preparing and distributing the budget, monitoring progress,
and submitting, accepting and exporting the budget. A budget model is developed
within the context of a workflow, in which a budget/finance manager specifies a
set of temporal, structural, communication and security parameters for the model.
(1)
The pros of this solution are that the software was already licensed to the whole
corporation. Since Eclipsys was already in use as TSI (the mainframe cost accounting
system), the TSI Gold addition just needed to be loaded by IT. This made the price of
new software free. It was also very familiar to the users since they were already using
another product from Eclipsys.
The software is a web based tool, so users could access it from home, if needed.
The data is real time since the background tables are stored in a SQL Server database.
This means that every time an update was made, corporate would just have to refresh
their reports. Not only can this software be used by corporate to consolidate, but the
hospital directors were able to consolidate their own departments into one hospital budget
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by creating their own reports. This allowed the directors to be able to budget bottom up,
as opposed to top down as it had been done in the past.
Lastly, the workflow of the budget process was essentially already in place. TSI
Gold allowed corporate to set due dates and send out email reminders to all users when
the date was nearing. It also had a tracking mechanism so corporate could see what
departments had turned in a budget, when it was turned in, and who submitted it. It was a
great way to keep track of the departments that were left to complete.
The cons of this solution are that the software had not been tested in the Alpine
Health environment. Users were not sure of the glitches the system had or how it would
work on the network in place. Another issue was the agreement of all hospital directors.
This is always a large problem at Alpine Health seeing that there are 12 large hospitals,
each with their own management and agenda. Getting everyone on the same page can
often be frustrating. This software was also not supported by the Alpine Health help desk
since it is from a third party, Eclipsys. This means that any problems of software issues
had to be reported through the software help desk. This help desk is located on the east
coast and can be difficult to get a hold of since their business hours are different than the
users.
Besides the software issues, there were also the issues of making sure that every
entity budgeted for already existed on the TSI host. This was a problem since most top
level entities (budgeted by corporate) did not need to be in the host, and therefore did not
exist. These entities needed to be added as well as any new hospitals or clinics within the
organization.
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Lastly, TSI Gold, when used properly, forces the organization to budget bottomup. As mentioned earlier, Alpine Health currently budgets top-down so this was a large
culture change for many directors. They are used to getting a target, making an overall
budget while the departments below are creating the detail. At some point, they must
meet in the middle. Eliminating this process would be much more efficient.

2.2 Technical Application
As discussed earlier, there are several systems already in place that interact with
TSI Gold. Below is the list again, but with an explanation of how they apply to TSI
Gold:


Lawson – financial G/L system
o Lawson was not used for the actual project. This exceeded the scope.



TSI – mainframe cost accounting system
o The mainframe was the source of information that got loaded into TSI
Gold for history and prior budget information. It also contained all data
structures for TSI Gold. This was imported into TSI Gold through the
click of a button within the application.



Intranet – website portal
o The managers who input the budget were able to access TSI Gold through
the intranet by clicking on a button that took them to the software.



Microsoft Access – Reporting tool
o This was an option for reporting, but not used during the project.



Crystal – Reporting tool
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o This was the tool the team attempted to use to create reports from TSI
Gold.


Microsoft Excel – Reporting tool
o During this project, the team removed this as a reporting tool.



Microsoft SQL Server – Database
o Used to store all of the tables/relationships for TSI Gold.



Oracle – Database
o This database was not used during this project.

2.3 Business Impact
The use of this budgeting system will not only make the budget process more
efficient, but it will provide more accurate numbers for executives to make decisions.
The employees will be freed from the draining job of inputting over 20 hospital budgets
into an Excel spreadsheet, allowing them to be more productive with analysis and other
high level projects. The consolidation process will become seamless without any human
errors and the creation of reports will be done with the click of a button. All this can be
accomplished with minimal cost.

2.4 Project Timeline
Below was the timeline for the project and its completion. The project began in
Jan 2005 and was set for completion in March 2006.
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Figure 5: Microsoft Project timeline
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2.5 Decision on Adaptive Project Framework
The project team decided to adopt an Adaptive Project Framework (APF) for this
project. The flexibility and re-iteration was most appealing to a trial system like TSI
Gold. A big factor in this setup was that the decision support team worked independent
from IT in the beginning and therefore, ran into many unforeseen obstacles.

This

supports why this type of method was needed. “With traditional approaches, everything
is viewed through the prism of control – of change, risk, and, most important, people”
(“Agile Project Management” 87). This type of control was not available with this
project, hence the decision on APF.
The project took approximately 12-14 months, with adjustments made depending
on the number of iterations as the project continued. The project end date was March
2006. There were 5 phases in this project with the possibility of iterations within each
one and throughout the whole project. Below is a summary of each phase.

2.5.1 Adaptive Project Framework Phases
Phase I – Version Scope


Develop conditions of satisfaction



Write overview statement

Phase II – Cycle Plan


Develop Cycle Plan



Alter time plan in accordance to iteration

Phase III – Cycle Build


Decide team tasks
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Build cycle functionality



Monitor/adjust cycle build

Phase IV – Client Checkpoint


Conduct quality review with client



Start over with Phase II if needed

Phase V – Post-version Review


Review version results



Implement project

2.5.1.1 Phase I – Version Scope
Phase I – Within this phase, the most important factor was to determine the scope
and objective of the project overall. This was crucial because there are several other
steps within the budget process that could be automated, but they may require yet another
software solution. In order to determine the scope, the APF recommended a Version
Scope. This was done through a Conditions of Satisfaction conversation with the end
users (Wysocki 269). Such things as surveys and interviews were conducted so that the
project team could better understand what was needed.

2.5.1.1.1 Determine Scope
The scope of this project was to use TSI Gold for consolidation of individual
hospital budgets, corporate budgets, and the consolidated Alpine Health budget. The
scope did not extend into the spreading of the budget by month or loading the budget into
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TSI host or Lawson G/L. The Conditions of Satisfaction information should be reviewed
in order to verify that the user’s needs are being met.

2.5.1.2 Phase II – Cycle Plan
The implementation of this project was broken down into 6 different cycle steps.
After step 2, 5, and 6, the project proceeded to phase IV for approval and feedback.
Otherwise, it continued down the path in order. The 6 different cycle steps were the
following:
1. Setup TSI Gold
2. Implement TSI Gold at facilities
3. Determine entity relationship for TSI Gold tables
4. Create sample report
5. Export report to Adobe
6. Reiterate reports until all are complete

2.5.1.3 Phase III – Cycle Build
During Phase III, the actual work on the project began. This is where teams
should be formed and particular tasks should be divided between departments. The
different departments are a large factor in the project since it cannot be completed by
only one department. They need the support and expertise of IT, decision support, and
accounting. The six steps above are actually put into work, with the options to progress
to Phase IV after steps 2, 5, and 6.
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During step 1, the tasks were divided between the IT department and the decision
support department. The IT department was in charge of actually getting TSI Gold setup
on the network which meant installing the software and also getting it stored on a SQL
Server. The IT department was the only one with secured access to this piece of the
project. The SQL Server connection was setup on the decision support user’s computers
so that they could link to the SQL Server tables.
After the IT department finished the initial setup, it was the job of the decision
support team to actually learn the software and read through the manuals. At this time, a
representative from Eclipsys came out to hold a brief training for corporate as well as
hospital directors on the general layout of the GUI screens. Due to money concerns, the
project team relied heavily upon self teaching as well as educating others.
Each director as well as corporate was responsible for the actual setup of all the
individual departments and department heads within TSI Gold. They also imported any
history and data structures from the host. At this point it was recommended that the
information was tied out to the G/L for verification. This part of the setup was
decentralized due to time. It would take over 3 months to get each hospital structure
setup by corporate only.
During step 2, the department heads as well as corporate decision support were
required to train the end users (those inputting the budgets) on all aspects of the software
necessary. This included basic steps as to how to get to the software (through the
intranet) as well as how to sign in. Some of the more specific instructions included
where to enter a budget and how to submit it. Specific examples were used in each case.
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This training was mandatory and a question/answer session was held afterward for those
who needed help.
At this point, the team progressed to Phase IV, which is the approval of
management (to be discussed next). If management does not approve this step, a reiteration could occur where the directors would have to go back and hold a second
training, or meet one on one with a department having trouble.
Step 3 included creating an entity diagram of the fields that were necessary in a
report. TSI Gold is such a large application that many of the tables/fields do not need to
be used. Therefore, only those that are appropriate will be discussed. In order to do this,
it was necessary to know which fields to pull in and how to join them. This was done by
reviewing the Gold Crystal Table Combinations.xls file provided by Eclipsys during
training. This file listed some of the important fields, what table to find them in and what
the field described.

Primary
Yes

Table_Name
DSMAccountNode
DSMModel
DSMModelGLDataAnnual
DSMCostCenter
DSMAccountCode
DSMAccountCodeAttribs
DSMAttributeValue

Description
Cost Center/Account Structure
Model Id for Qualifications
Base, Flex and Modeled data for specific Model ID
Cost Center Master (Description File)
Account Master (Description File)
Attribute Value at the Node Level
Attribute Master (Description File)

Figure 6: SDSM Gold Crystal Table Combinations.xls

The next step was to connect these tables in Crystal so that a report could be
created. Crystal was chosen as the reporting tool since the hospital directors utilize this
tool for other reporting purposes. It was also recommended as a tool by Eclipsys
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consultants. However, there was no training held regarding this software package due to
money and time concerns.

Figure 7: Crystal combination of tables (entity diagram)

Based on the diagram created in step 3, it was then possible to develop a standard
report. This step really analyzed the information in each table and decided which
sections were the most important. A few sample reports were created in order to
determine what management would like to see. As mentioned earlier, these reports were
supposed to closely resemble those that were in the Excel worksheets. This step in itself
had the option of reiteration depending upon how the report turned out. It was a process
of trial and error.
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After the report was chosen in step 4, step 5 involved getting this report in an
email format. Their form of choice for this was an Adobe report. Most of the team had
Professional Adobe which means that any file can be printed to Adobe and not to a
physical printer. Since the report was created and could be distributed, this step allows a
progression to Phase IV for management approval. The reports were emailed to the
executives for feedback.
Step 6 was just an iteration of steps 4 and 5. Step 4 was involved because based
on the entities included in the rollup of the report, the report had to be altered. It could
then be put into production, sent to Adobe and emailed to the appropriate management
and executives. This would be repeated until all reports were created and finished.

2.5.1.4 Phase IV – Client Checkpoint/Feedback
After the build phase was complete, and all reports were ready to be emailed upon
demand, Phase IV was used as an approval step as well as a feedback step. As mentioned
earlier, during Phase III step 2, 5, and 6 the process moved to Phase IV for approval
before moving onto the next step. Once all of Phase III was complete, the process moved
to this phase where the end users and management were asked for feedback. The people
involved were basically in three groups: the project team, the input end users, and the
report reader end users. All of these groups were asked to supply feedback on the system
and process as it was finished. This review will be discussed during Chapter 4.
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2.5.1.5 Phase V – Post Version Review
After the reviews were collected and suggestions/complications were taken into
account, the team made a list of those issues that needed to be corrected before the next
budget cycle. This included sitting down with the list of issues and determining which
were the most crucial. Obviously the executive concerns were weighted a bit heavier
since they are higher up in management, but the input end user concerns were taken into
consideration as well.
To implement correcting these issues or improving the process, the team would
have to revisit some of the steps above. This would create another reiteration of the
project.
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3.0 Chapter Three – Real Life: What Really Happened
3.1 Assess Phases as Applied in Real Life
During this section the APF will be discussed as it applied to what actually
happened. As things often occur in the workplace, a plan looks great on paper, but is not
always followed through. Some steps may be skipped while others are added last minute.
This section will also briefly walk through the actual work done during this project. Most
of this occurred during Phase III.

3.1.1 Phase I – Real Life Version Scope
Phase I operated as planned during the actual project. In order to kick off this
phase, version scope, a meeting was held with the team members. Brainstorming
conversations were had as to what this project needed to accomplish. It was decided that
some team members should hold conversations with hospital directors and department
heads in order to see what they wanted from a budgeting system. Below are the top five
concerns from users.
The users want an ease of use to the system. This means knowing exactly where
to enter budget information as well as knowing how to submit it without having to
repeatedly read through directions. They also want the information available to them as
soon as it is ready. As soon as a change is made, they want to be able to see it and not
wait a few hours for an update.
Being able to track the budget is another concern to users. Often times budgets
will be submitted, but no one can remember which version was the latest one or whether
it was approved.
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The corporate users and hospital directors want the ability to create rollup
summary reports with ease. They do not want to have to use a template, but rather get all
of the information from what the department heads are entering.
Lastly, the users at corporate would like to see a defined process for budgeting.
They want to move away from the top-down budgeting and use the detail already existing
to develop a firm bottom-up budget. This means obtaining the cooperation of all of the
hospital directors.

3.1.2 Phase II – Real Life Cycle Plan
After the important steps of Phase I were developed, the team had to come up
with the different cycles of the APF or project process. What happened here was that
steps 1 and 2 were developed, but nothing was really discussed beyond this point. It was
almost as if the team did not want to jump ahead with the project before they actually
implemented it and set it up at the facilities. This caused a problem because when TSI
Gold was actually setup and implemented, the team was at a standstill since they had to
plan of where to go next.
Invariably, the hospitals started using the TSI Gold system, but became very
frustrated because they had no way to consolidate the reports. They were left to figure out
that section on their own. This caused many hospitals to create very different reports and
no standardization was determined.
Not only this, but corporate was unable to use the system to consolidate the whole
system due to the lack of knowledge in reporting tools and due to the fact that some of
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the entities were still missing from the system. The system could have very easily been
used had the team come up with the appropriate steps to follow in this phase.

3.1.3 Phase III – Real Life Cycle Build
As noted earlier, the real execution of the project did not exactly follow the steps
formulated for Phase III. However, this section will go through each step and what
actually happened or did not happen. Even though the team did not develop steps 3-6 in
the beginning, they realized that something needed to be done once the system was
implemented and they came up with a disorganized way of making something happen.
The following paragraphs will discuss this in more detail.

3.1.3.1 Phase III – Step 1 Real Life
The actual setup of TSI Gold in step 1, as a software component of Alpine Health
was done by the IT department. The software was loaded onto a server site:
192.168.240.6 where it could be accessed through the work intranet. The initial ‘super

users’ (all of corporate decision support and hospital directors) were setup with a special
userid/password in order to setup all of the other users within the system. The super
users had the ability to enter in their mainframe userid/password so that information
could be downloaded from the mainframe at any point in time.
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Figure 8: Login screen for users on intranet

This is the screen that users enter through for TSI Gold on the intranet. They each have
their own usernames that corporate or the hospital directors setup during this step.
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Figure 9: User setup screen

This is the actual user maintenance screen where the ‘super users’ can input the user
name, email address, and restrictions as to which accounts they can update.
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Figure 10: Import screen from mainframe host

This screen shows an example of how to import data and financial structures from the
TSI mainframe. This brings the accounting units and accounts over into TSI Gold along
with any history of actuals and budget for comparison purposes.

3.1.3.2 Phase III – Step 2 Real Life
In order for this to be implemented at the facilities, the hospital directors had to
login and begin to setup their users in the user setup screen. They also had to do an
import from the mainframe so that all the data structures and prior history/budget
information was in the TSI Gold server. Once this was done, they were able to start
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grouping cost centers so that one department manager could go in and enter their budget
for each cost center reporting to them, shown below.

Figure 11: Budget Cost Center Organization Table

The hospital directors met with each of their department heads in order to show
them how to access the sign in page and where to go to enter a budget for their cost
centers. Once they were logged in, the managers could go to a department work center
page where they would enter their budgets by cost center and account. In order to help
with this process, additional columns were added that contained 2 prior years of history,
prior year budget, and current year actual. They were able to input in the current year
budget in the last column.
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Figure 12: Input budget for current year

3.1.3.3 Phase III – Next Steps Real Life
After the software was setup and implemented, this is where the team had no plan
to go forward. At this point, the facilities were starting to budget in the software as well
as corporate and the team knew that eventually they would need to make a consolidated
report.
A consolidated report takes on three different meanings. One is a rollup at the
hospital level (all departments and clinics that report up to the hospital), the other is a
corporate only rollup (all departments at the corporate level), and the last is a total Alpine
Health consolidated (all hospital departments, clinics, plus any top level entities).
Obviously the hospital directors are concerned with just the hospital rollup where
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corporate is concerned with all three. However, as mentioned above, the missing entities
required for a full Alpine Health consolidated budget were never inserted into the host.
Therefore a true consolidated report could not be created. All of the departments needed
for a hospital rollup and a corporate rollup did exist, so the team decided to start here. If
the reports were useful at the hospital and corporate only level, then they would go back
and add in the missing top level entities to eventually create a total Alpine Health
consolidated report.
At this point, instead of initially, the team began discussions on how to create
reports for corporate only and for a hospital view rollup. No discussions were held on
showing the facilities how to create reports. They were given a simplified entity diagram
and the connection to the SQL Server where the database was held. They were
essentially left to figure out what they wanted to do on their own.
At corporate however, the entity diagram, shown earlier, was used to start making
sample Crystal reports. If asked, this information was forwarded onto the facilities as
well. By linking the appropriate tables and fields, a sample report was created for
corporate. Below is a print shot of the report created at corporate.
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Figure 13: Example of Crystal report

This report was useful in the beginning because it summarized by financial line item,
account, and contained the budget as well as projected information. On top of this, it also
contained two fields for tracking, revision date and revision user. This way corporate
could tell who had submitted what budget and which ones were left to complete.
However, after review by management, this report was not sufficient.

3.1.4 Phase IV – Management Approval Real Life
Corporate wanted something that would include past history as well as current
budget. They also wanted something that summarized all cost centers by line item. This
was not something that the team was familiar with. Since no one on the team was very
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familiar with Crystal, changing this report was a difficult task. In fact, it was not done
before budgets were complete. Corporate resorted to dumping the data from the TSI
Gold tables into an Excel spreadsheet and making income statements from there. There
was a slight improvement since the data in Excel now had all the existing detail, but the
project was not finished.
Along with Corporate, the facilities were struggling to make a change from their
top-down budgeting. Although they had to come up with their own reports in Crystal, the
directors were still doing a lot of work on the side to make the budget meet the targets.
They would let the managers fill out their budgets in TSI Gold, but meanwhile they
would be creating essentially another consolidated budget in Excel to make sure they
knew what the end result would be. Maybe if a different reporting tool had been used, as
well as enforcement on bottom-up budgeting, the team would have had more success.

3.1.5 Phase V – Post Project Completion Real Life
So, as it stood after the project finished, TSI Gold was setup and implemented at
corporate as well as all the facilities. The software was in use and working to its best
ability. The missing entities were never created, so the only reports that could be used
were individual hospital rollups or corporate only reports. To do this, the team used
Crystal as a reporting tool. They pulled in the necessary tables that they thought would
create a useful report. After linking these tables through the help of the entity diagram,
they created a summarized report. However, after review with management, this report
was still not detailed enough with what they could get from using Excel. So, corporate
resorted back to using Excel, but with the more detailed information.
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Since the consolidated roll up was not created, the hospital directors were still
creating top level budgets in the old Excel templates. Alpine Health had to resort back to
those for the time being until a report was agreed upon, standardized, and the missing
entities were added. Even though this is where the project ended, this is not where the
analysis ends. The next section will examine different management methods, different
software methods and different reporting tools that could improve this project. There are
still steps to finish the ultimate goal of a consolidated report and that can still be
accomplished.
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4.0 Chapter Four – What Could Have Been Done Differently?
4.1 Software
The software for this project was based highly on cost and availability. It needed
to be something that didn’t require a large timeframe to implement since budgets take a
long time to develop. However, had the option been given to the team, could Alpine
Health have made a better decision under the circumstances? Most likely the issue of
money and time would still be the case. Seeing that Alpine Health is non-profit and
needs to cut costs as much as possible, it would still be necessary to find something
minimal in cost and fast to setup.
Given the option to change direction of TSI Gold, research was done for other
solutions. The other option considered during research was the use of a software system
used by Alpine Health’s sponsor, Rocky Mountain Healthcare. This software is ENUFF
Hospital Advisor, a software package created for forecasting hospital statistics and
financial data. It basically operates inside an Excel spreadsheet, but uses macros to
provide a customized look. It is said to provide “the modeling sophistication and
formatting flexibility of a true Excel spreadsheet and the consolidation power, systemwide controls and security of a database” (Kaufmanhall 1).
Since this software is based upon hospital system budgeting, most of the line
items used for budgeting are standard and therefore do not need much customization.
ENUFF allows the hospital system to create as many spreadsheets as needed for each
hospital or entity. These spreadsheets are in financial statement format containing
additional information such as statistics, history, and variations between years.
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Once the spreadsheets are created for each hospital, they can be distributed via
email and in the form of an executable. This allows for the limited use of licenses. Only
the people who are creating the spreadsheets really need access to the original software.
When the spreadsheets are distributed, they are sent in the form of an executable.
Directors can work on their budgets from their hard drive and then return them to
corporate via email to be loaded into the consolidation package.
Since these spreadsheets are preformulated, there is no risk of entering in extra
columns and rows. Once the spreadsheet is returned, it is loaded into the corporate
software where a rolled up financial statement can be viewed.
The pros of this solution are that it is a low cost for the license. Since essentially
one department at corporate will need the software, the license price will be limited to
those people. There is also a low risk for human error since the reports are loaded into
the software program and the system generates the consolidated report itself. There is no
need for creating separate formulas.
The most important factor of this software is its ability to ‘version control’. Since
the templates are ‘checked out’ by the hospital directors, they cannot be updated by two
different people. Plus, corporate will always have the most recent version of the budget.
It also allows them to know if a budget has not been turned in by seeing that the budget is
checked out.
The cons of this solution are the lack of detail, the budget process being top-down
and no live data. First, the lack of detail causes a huge problem. The whole issue with
the Excel reports was that executives could never get more detail for support when they
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needed it. The information only existed at a financial statement summary. This is the
same case with ENUFF.
Second, since it is a high level budget, the top-down budgeting creates more work
for the directors. As they are compiling their department budgets, they are also creating
an overall budget and have to meet somewhere in the middle.
Third, since the templates are ‘checked out’, a consolidation report cannot be
created with the most recent data if one is missing. Corporate must wait for the hospital
to turn in their updated budget before consolidating. This could take up valuable time.
Lastly, the history information must be keyed in by corporate. The software does
not link up with any other existing software already at Alpine Health, so there really is
not a way to import data. This can take weeks of hand entering information and making
sure that it is summarized correctly.
After consideration of both pros and cons for the two different software systems,
the conclusion was made that TSI Gold was the most appropriate choice. The cons of
ENUFF outweighed the pros of TSI Gold. On top of that, the most important factor that
the executives had been stressing was the availability of more details. Even though the
ENUFF system fit inside the parameters of low cost and easy setup, it was still basically
the same thing as the Excel process. Also, the fact that the system was not linked
anywhere else to pull history or even to store data was a bit unnerving. It was not an
efficient use of time to have to key in any information other than what was currently
being budgeted for. The team made the correct choice to use TSI Gold.
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4.2 Analyzing the SDLC
As noted above, the SDLC chosen to manage this project was the APF. At the
time, this seemed as though it would suffice because it allowed the team to have
flexibility and not hold to a locked timeframe. However, as it became obvious towards
the end of the real life Phase III, IV and V of the project, some of the steps were skipped
and discarded all together. At times, the project was even pushed aside to work on other
last minute projects.
Once the initial setup took place and was pushed out to the facilities during step 2
of Phase III, the team relaxed on their goals. It was left up to the facilities to create their
own reports and a standardized report was never agreed upon for everyone to use.
Corporate came up with a different report to consolidate, but no one was very familiar
with Crystal enough to make the report user friendly.
Another problem with this SDLC is that it needed backup from higher
management. This would come from someone well trusted within the organization and
who had a vested interest in the project. If the project was a success, it would reflect well
upon management. This would cause management to enforce deadlines and require
recurring updates.
These issues bring up the question as to whether a different SDLC or project
management method would have been more successful. Maybe a more traditional
method would have pushed the team to stick to the plan? Let’s review some other
methods that companies or even Alpine Health’s IT department uses.
If one were to look deeper into the specialized techniques, they would begin to
notice a trend to a particular method researched by project management publications. As
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noted in the Effective Project Management textbook, companies’ techniques “on first
look, seem to differ from one another. On closer examination, we actually found that
there are a number of underlying principles that are present in the more successful
methodologies” (Wysocki 22). It is these principles that create the base objective of the
project whereby the employees follow and use as guidelines for a successful completion.
As stated earlier, there are many variations of methodologies. Obviously the
outcome is the same, to have a successful project. However, how that outcome is
approached is where the particular method is derived. There are many documented
methods throughout the world. In the next few paragraphs, the methodologies researched
for this project will be discussed.
Since the department who lead this project, Alpine Health decision
support/accounting, was not directly associated with the IT department at Alpine Health,
they did not have to follow the IT protocols of managing a project. They did, however,
have the choice to use this method as a tool or compare it to the other methods
researched. The Alpine Health methodology, sited on the portal as Section 6-040 Project
Methodology, uses the following types of tools to assess the scope of the project
(“Section 06 Systems”).
•

Business Case – Similar to problem statement including a version scope on
necessary materials.

•

ROI – Return on Investment.

What will this cost the company, but more

importantly, what will it produce in revenue or save in costs?
•

Project Charter – Who will be sponsoring this project?
management?

Team lead or
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•

Issue Management – Divide out tasks.

•

Quality Management – Setup review processes and management approval.

•

Status Management – Feedback and update meetings held regularly.

•

Risk Management – What issues are arising as the project continues? Solve them
as they arise instead of letting them accumulate.

•

Schedule Management – Make sure the project is on time. Adjust resources to
ensure this.

•

Change Request Management – Manage the changes due to issues or time frame.

•

Communications Management – Make sure that everyone contributes during
update meetings.

It also requests that these tools and documents be stored online through the intranet so
that any employee can access the information if needed. The method takes on a more
traditional approach in that it requires a statement or objective, as well as a set date on
when completion is expected. If the project exceeds this date, many times there are
consequences. The project must also stick within a strict budget regardless of what
changes occur along the way (Melymuka 38). As a recent article suggests, “In our
experience, project managers invariably fall back on traditional linear approaches,
seeking to reign in the increasing volatility of their projects” (“Agile Project
Management” 2).
The question arises, should this have been the type of management used on this
project? It may have made the team stick to deadlines and take responsibilities for tasks
not accomplished.

Not only this, but the method already exists as part of the IT

department at the same company! A lot of emphasis in this methodology is put upon the
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time management and communication. Maybe this would have been the key when the
report section was delayed. Team members could have voiced their concerns as to the
knowledge of Crystal. At this point, something could have been done to change the
reporting tool or hire someone with expertise in the area.
In the end, a more traditional method would have kept the project on task and
forced members to look at the issues before they arose. This would have allowed the
project to take on a more collaborative effort between the facilities and corporate. Not
only would there be consolidation at corporate, but both areas would be operating off of
the same reports.

Standardization could have occurred much easier, allowing the

departments to focus on their actual budgets and not the preparation of a report for their
hospital directors. The set deadlines and enforcement would have kept the project on
time and given management a secure measure for success. Knowing the deadlines and
having consequences when they were not met would give executives a more vested
interest in supporting the project.

4.3 Analyzing Reporting Tools
The reporting tool chosen by the team was Crystal. This tool was introduced to
Alpine Health this year because of the ease of use and high ability to format. However,
the team was still not very adverse in the product. In fact only one or two people really
knew how to even setup a report. This, as mentioned before, created problems when
management wanted to change the report to include more information. The expertise was
not there.
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This leads one to think that there may have been another reporting tool that could
have worked better. Perhaps one that the team was more familiar with. It is already
known that the monthly financials are created in Microsoft Access. Why wasn’t this
considered as one of the possibilities? The statements could actually be recreated with
the budget tables instead of the monthly Lawson G/L tables. The SQL Server already
exists and the import of tables into Access along with linking the tables is very similar to
Crystal. The next steps would have to be to re-map the already created reports so that
they use the information from the TSI Gold tables.
If this was done, there could have been code used in order to export all of the
reports (down to cost center level, up to hospital or corporate level, and then up to Alpine
Health Consolidated level) to Adobe. Some research was done on this topic as it applies
to Microsoft Access. An interesting set of code was found that simplifies the export of
multiple reports in Access to Adobe. It creates a dummy printer that holds all of the
documents and then saves them out to an Adobe file. This way someone does not have to
go into each report and save it as an Adobe file. This could take hours considering there
could be up to 50 reports for just the facilities.
Next is a sample of the coding used for this process:
Installing Ghostscript to output from Access
1. Download Ghostscript 8.11 from http://www.cs.wisc.edu/~ghost/
2. Install Ghostscript and make a note of the install directory.
3. Create a directory in the Ghostscript directory named Output e.g. c:\gs\output
4. Create a new local printer using a postscript driver, my personal choice is the Apple
Laserwriter
5. Create a new local printer port as c:\gs\output\tfile.ps
6. Set the spool options on the printer to print directly to the printer and disable BiDirectional printing.
7. These are important otherwise Ghostscript kicks in before the printer file is output and
you end up with an empty pdf file.
8. Rename the printer as 'Postscript'
9. That finishes installing Ghostscript.
10. Import the Access modules supplied into your application. If the Ghostscript version is
anything other than version 8.11 then a line in the PDF module will need to be
modified: i.e. Public Const GhostscriptDir = "c:\gs\gs8.11\"
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USING IT
This is a two stage process
Stage One. Create one or more postscript files
1. Create two variables
2. Dim ok As Boolean, gsFileList As String
3. If there is only one report to print then follow this with
gsFileList = gsPrintIt(gsReportName, gsWhereCond, gsOnlyRpt)
gsReportName = The name of the report you wish to use.
gsWhereCond = The WHERE condition for the report if required or "" if none.
4. If there are multiple reports to combine into one pdf then use
gsFileList = gsPrintIt(gsReportName, gsWhereCond, gsFirstRpt)
gsFileList = gsPrintIt(gsReportName, gsWhereCond, gsNextRpt) - Repeat this until
the last but one report
gsFileList = gsPrintIt(gsReportName, gsWhereCond, gsLastRpt)
Save
ok = gsSaveIt(gsFileList, Optional gsFilePath As String)
There is one optional parameter which is:
gsFilePath = If you do not want the Save dialog box to show then pass the full path
and filename (including .pdf) in this parameter.

Figure 14: Ghost script readme file
This code can be used in the visual basic background in Microsoft Access. By
following the steps above, there are a few setups including the printer, a folder for
outputs of reports, changing the code for the report names, and choosing a path for the
final product. This way all the reports including facility, corporate, and consolidated are
all spooled into on large file for executives to look at and to easily email out.

4.4 What Can Be Done to Fix the Project?
After reviewing the analysis above, it is obvious that there are several other
directions the project could have taken. Why wasn’t this done? As seen above, the
project needed a different SDLC in order to better manage it. The software chosen was
the best solution the team could have chosen, but since it was managed poorly, the
outcome was not as successful as it could have been.
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Also, the project could have used a different reporting method and based on
research, the option to use Microsoft Access would have provided a much better
approach. The project team is more familiar with this tool and could have used this to
ensure accuracy.
However, regardless of what was correct and what wasn’t, the team can still have
the opportunity to go back and revisit their decisions. In order to do this, some of the
barriers discussed throughout this project will need to be tackled right away.

4.4.1 Overcoming Issues/Barriers
Based on the above information it is decided that there are essentially three
different steps to accomplish in order to make this project a success. These steps are
listed below and then discussed in more detail.
1. Fix the budgeting process – bottom-up budgeting
2. Enter in missing entities to TSI host
3. Create a useful report out of Microsoft Access/implement Adobe code
One of the largest ongoing issues with Alpine Health is the budget process itself.
As said before, managers are still doing work on the side to complete a top-down budget.
This takes up more time than needed and defeats the whole purpose of having
departments enter their own budgets.
In order to change this, Alpine Health needs to strictly enforce the idea that detail
department budgets will be used to rollup into a consolidated budget. They can do this
simply by setting deadlines as to when corporate will be creating hospital rollup reports.
Not only will corporate be using the department level detail to get an overall budget, but
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the hospital directors will be forced to do the same rollups with their own information to
make sure they are on track for targets. They will not have time to do an overall budget
on the side. Plus, it will help them communicate with their departments if a certain line
item is off target. They will have to go to the detail in order to fix that information.
The next issue to overcome will be to enter in any non-existing entities into TSI
host. This will take about 1 day as there are probably only 3 top-level entities that
currently do not exist. However, the more difficult part will be to get history into these
entities. This will come from the G/L system, Lawson. The team could make load files
from what already exists in Lawson in order to load into the new entities in the TSI host.
Once these have been added in, the team should run a report out of TSI Gold on
history information to make sure that everything in there ties out to what is on the G/L. If
it does, then it is safe to move forward with creating a useful report in Microsoft Access
and use the Adobe code for distribution.
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5.0 Chapter Five – Lessons Learned
In the next few paragraphs, the lessons learned with this project will be discussed
in detail. As with most projects, there are always things to learn and take on to the next
project.
During this project, one of the most difficult tasks for the team was to organize all
of the directors at the hospitals as well as the managers of all the departments. Obviously
not enough emphasis was put on this part of the project and there was not someone with
enough authority on the team to make the managers cooperate and want to participate.
The fact that during the project the hospital directors were still creating an offline budget
in order to keep within their top-down budgeting process was just one example. They
also were allowed to create their own reports which strayed from the standardization
approach of the whole project. Each hospital has certain items they tend to focus on, but
at the end of the project, it is upper management’s decision as to what the reports will
show.
Another lesson learned was the difficulty in actually completing the project.
Once the software was up and running it seemed as though other projects took priority.
Management was just concerned about the software working correctly and wasn’t
interested in getting the consolidation to work. The team ran into many software glitches
along the way, so they wanted to get those fixed before beginning to create reports. Once
they corrected these issues, the project was at a standstill. There was not a leader in place
to push the team along and force them to face the progressing issues.
This leads to the fact that there was not an upper management associate with a
vested interest in the project. This allowed deadlines to pass and problems to occur
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without immediate consequences. The team needed a leader within the company to help
support the project and to enforce deadlines.
Lastly, the biggest lesson learned is that the failures within a project can often
make the project better in the end. By using the above suggestions on how to finish the
project and alter a few of the assumptions made in the beginning, the end result could be
better than what the team originally thought. Projects are not always successful, but it is
the way that people learn from them and apply those lessons in the future that matters.
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